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This LER concerns a Technical Specifications violation when an instrument channel -

. check was not being performed on a Drywell Pressure instrument.
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This LER is being submitted pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73
(ax2)(i).
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On 9/22/95, it was discovered that the narrow range indication on Drywell pressure
recorder (PR-2(3)508) was being checked each shift instead of the wide range indicator
required by the Tech Specs. Tech Spec table 4.2.F requires that an instrument check be
performed on pressure instrumentation once each shift. The cause of this event was that
the ST directed the operators to record the Red pen reading, which is associated with
Drywell narrow range pressure instrumentation, instead of the Black pen which is:

associated with the Drywell wide range pressure instrument. The STs used to perform this
instrument check, have referenced the Red pen on PR-2(3)508 since a procedure revision
in 1989. Prior to that time, there were no references to pen colors on the ST. Following
discovery of the condition, immediate actions were taken to ensure that the correct pen
was being monitored. The STs associated with monitoring these parameters were
subsequently changed on both units to reference the correct pen. Other instruments
involved in the Control Room rounds were also reviewed for similar discrepancies and no
other Tech Spec violations were discovered. The review process associated with
surveillance tests has significantly improved since this error was made due to the ;

'

incorporation of the Station Qualified Review (SOR) program in 1992 This process
hei htens the accountability of reviewers to ensure that requirements are properly0
incorporated into procedures. Appropriate cross-discipline reviews are also required as
part of the SOR program. One previous similar event was identified.
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Reauirements for the Reoort

This LER is being submitted pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B)
due to a violation of the Unit 2 & 3 Technical Specification (Tech Spec) 4.2.F and Table
4.2.F when an instrument channel check was not performed on a Drywell Pressure
instrument.

Unit Conditions at the time of the Event

Unit 2 was in the "RUN" mode at approximately 100 % power and Unit 3 was in the
" REFUEL" mode. There were no inoperable structures, systems or components that-
contributed to this event.

Descriotion of the Event

On 9/22/95, during a review of the Unit 2 daily Surveillance Test {{ST) O-098-01D-2(3)}.
a Shift Supervisor (Utility . Licensed) discovered that the narrow range indication on
Drywell pressure recorder (PR 2(3)508) (Ells:LT) was being checked each shift instead
of the wide range indicator required by the Tech Specs. Tech Spec 4.2.F specifies that
" Instrumentation shall be calibrated and checked as indicated in Table 4.2.F." Tech Spec
table 4.2.F item 5 requires that an instrument check be performed on pressure
instrumentation once each shift. The daily surveillance test was written with the intent to
satisfy this surveillance requirement. This surveillance requirement does not specify which:

| range to check. The Umiting Condition for Operation requirement states that PR-2(3)508
1 ' Pen 2' is required to be operable. However, this pressure recorder has two pens, a Red
j pen (Pen 1) and a Black pen (Pen 2). The ST directed the operators to record the Red

pen reading, which is associated with the Drywell narrow range pressure instrument loop
.

on PR-2(3)508. It should have directed the operators to record the Black pen (i.e. Pen 2).

which is associated with the Drywell wide range pressure instrument loop. The same,

problem was found with the Unit 3 surveillance test..

It should be noted that Pen 1 and Pen 2 are the only 2 pens on the recorder. Both pens
are clearly labeled. Interviews with operations personnet have confirmed that when'

performing the instrument check on Pen 1, the status of Pen 2 was self-evident as well.*

However, only Pen 1 was documented on the ST.

! Following discovery of this condition, immediate actions were taken to ensure that the
| - correct pen was being monitored and the STs associated with monitoring these

parameters were subsequently changed on both units to reference the correct pen.,
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Cause of the Event

! The cause of this event was that the ST directed the operators to record the Red pen
reading, which is associated with Drywell narrow range pressure instrumentation, instead'

of the Black pen which is associated with the Drywell wide range pressure instrument.
The STs used to perform this instrument check, have referenced the Red pen on PR-
2(3)508 since a procedure revision in 1989. Prior to that time, there were no references
to pen colors on the ST.

i Analysis of the Event

There were no actual safety consequences as a result of this event. The wide range
pressure indication on PR-2(3)508 was operable on both units. Had a design bases
accident occurred and this instrument was not operable, redundant Drywell pressure
indication was available to allow operators to know the status of the containment<

pressure. This instrument does not provide compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.97.'

Corrective Actions

Following discovery of the condition, immediate actions were taken to ensure that the'

correct pen was being monitored. The STs associated with monitoring these parameters!

were subsequently changed on both units to reference the correct pen.

! Generic implications were considered as part of this event. Other instruments involved
in the Control Room rounds were also reviewed for similar discrepanc!es and no other*

Tech Spec violations were discovered. The review process associated with surveillance
tests has significantly improved since this error was made due to the incorporation of the

,

i

Station Qualified Review (SOR) program in 1992. This process heightens the
accountability of reviewers to ensure that requirements are properly incorporated into
procedures. Appropriate cross-discipline reviews are also required as part of the SOR

;

program.
<

Previous Similar Events
,

One previous similar event (LER 2-90-24) was identified which involved a missed daily
instrument check on other instruments. This event was due to a less than adequate
technical review of an ST revision due to an incorrect interpretation of Tech Specs.
Corrective actions for this event involved reviewing the instrument check surveillances.
However, this review focused on potential omissions associated with particular modes of>

operation and, therefore, did not identify the discrepancy identified in this LER. ;
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